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Abstract The preparation of a novel type of low-molecular-
weight amphiphilic organogelator bearing three long 14-
alkyl chains and hydrophilic oligo(oxyethylene) groups was
described. Ultra-violet absorption and fluorescence spectra
give evidence of the energy transfer between organic ligands
to lanthanide ions. Characteristic green, blue and red
luminescence of the organogels were obtained and interest-
ing emission properties of terbium, dysprosium and europi-
um ions were unexpectedly observed at the first time during
the order-disorder phase transition point (29 °C).
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Introduction

Low-molecular-weight organo-gels (LMOGs) have drawn
much attention in the past decade. Particularly, the smart
gels can be tuned reversibly in external chemical, photo-
chemical, thermal, sound, pH stimuli etc [1, 2]. The
mechanism of the so-called self-assembly gelators is due
to specific noncovalent intermolecular interactions such as
van der Waal’s forces, π-π stacking and hydrogen bonding
interactions and the resulting gels are generally thermo-
reversible [3–5]. Through increasing above the sol-gel

transition temperature, the gelator is fully dissolved and
upon cooling to the room temperature, the suprastrucutre
within the gels will be thus obtained.

On the other hand, with the development of modern
coordination chemistry, various metal-sensitized organo-
gels with elaborate structures have also been synthesized. It
is rather appealing to find some correlation between the
metal-gel structures and their corresponding optical prop-
erties [6]. Among diverse kinds of metal ions, lanthanide
complexes exhibited well-defined luminescence that are
typical by narrow emission lines, large Stokes shifts and
long excited state lifetimes. Combined with soft matrices of
LMOGs, they may show promising future in luminescence
imaging and as sensors for special bioactive species.
However, lanthanide ions have very low absorption
coefficients and their corresponding emissions would be
rather inefficient based on pure lanthanide salts. For the
sake of harvesting more energy in the UV region, designed
organic ligands with which the lanthanide ion is coordinate
are considered to be compulsory [7]. In this case, the
lanthanide gives its characteristic emission with high
efficiency via the energy transfer process from the ligands
as antennas. In fact, the forbidden intraconfiguration f-f
transitions of lanthanide ions are easily recognizable and
stable regardless of different ligand-field split bands, their
emission colors cover the entire spectrum from ultra-violet
to visible and near-infrared region (0.3–2.2µm), making
them ideal candidates for optical probes and preparing
trichromatic devices for potential lighting purposes. Hence,
it is very interesting to study their attractive photophysical
properties in the entire visible range when they were
trapped inside gels. Presently, a few researches were
concentrated on noncovalent incorporation of lanthanide
ions into polymeric gels [8]. But very limited studies
focused on lanthanide functional LMOGs as far as we
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know [9, 10]. Actually, molecular gels have more precise
and simple structure, can be easy to identify and possibly
possess particular coordination abilities with lanthanide
ions on the molecular scale.

In terms of sensitizing organic ligands, we found that
aromatic carboxylic acids have emerged as the suitable
ligands for terbium and dysprosium ions because of energy
match between their triplet state levels and resonant energy
levels of central rare earth ions [11, 12]. As a result, we
designed and synthesized a novel organogelator based on
aromatic ring named as ligand 1 (Fig. 1). Previously, we
synthesized a class of similar aromatic compounds with
triethoxysilane terminals [10]. But the above derivatives
decreased their solubilities in common organic solvents and
the respective organo-gels easily collapsed or precipitated
from matrices. To circumvent this problem, more hydro-
philic moieties such as oxyethylene were introduced into
the gel structure. The final synthesized ligand 1 can be
dissolved in CHCl3, CH2Cl2 or THF completely and
molecular structure was confirmed by 1H-NMR and TOF-
Mass spectra (see supplementary section). White gels were
formed in EtOH and MeOH (Scheme 1). The take place of
triethoxysilane groups dramatically reduced the gel to sol
transition temperature as low as 29 °C. All the tested gels
remained to be physically stable after the treatment of heat
and cool cycles for more than ten times.

Results and discussions

Although ligand 1 does not contain carboxylate group, in
contrast to the uncharged oxygen atoms such as ether or
ethanol, the partially negatively charged oxygen atom in
amide group could form relatively stable coordination
bonds and transfer the harvested energy to central lantha-
nide ions which we can find concrete evidence in a few
published results [13]. We have to admit that the doped
lanthanide ions should have some influence on the gelation
property because the low critical gelation concentration for
pure organogel is 30 mg/ml in ethanol, whereas terbium,
dysprosium and europium gels are 34 mg/ml, 46 mg/ml,
46 mg/ml respectively.

In the very beginning, the UV region activity and photo-
luminescence properties of ligand 1 were performed.
Figure 2 presents the absorption spectra and the excitation
bands of ligand 1, the superimposition of the two bands
show that the π-π* transition of the benzene ring of ligand 1
is accountable for the singlet excited state within the
molecule. Further study provides the emission peak of
ligand 1 and the excitation band of terbium or dysprosium
containing organogel, according to the energy migration
mechanism [14], the large overlap between the above three
lines predicts the possible efficient energy transfer from the
donor (ligand 1) and acceptor (Tb3+ and Dy3+) (Fig. 3). As
a consequence, we successfully prepared Tb and Dy
activated organogels by simply introducing terbium and
dysprosium salts which are regarded as nearly inert under
UV light. Strong green and blue luminescence were clearly
observed at the UV 254 excitation in the gel state
(Scheme 1). Though ligand 1 with fluorescence peak
wavelength at 341 nm is thought to be slightly higher and
not suitable for sensitizing Eu3+ based on Forst-Dexter
resonant exchange interaction and thermal de-activation
mechanism [15], it is still appealing to fabricate gels with
intense red luminescence originated from NH4(Eu(TTA)4)
(TTA = thenoyltrifluoroacetonate) complexes and ligand 1.
Unexpectedly, the three Tb, Dy and Eu metal gels behave
completely different under temperature-responsive sol-gel
transition stage and engender rather interesting lumines-
cence variation phenomenon.

The excitation spectra of Tb gels shown in Fig. 4 starting
at room temperature exhibit the center of the peak
wavelength is around 335 nm which is overlap with
fluorescence band of ligand 1 at 341 nm (Fig. 3) but
displays 6 nm blue shift ascribed to terbium coordination
with amide groups of ligand 1 (Tb-O bonds). With regard to
coordination, it can be observed that the dotted line in
Fig. 4 is the excitation spectra of terbium ions solely in
ethanol and its peak locates at 275 nm, the 50 nm red shifts
in the baricenter by the excitation peak of terbium gel
relative to the pure terbium ions are caused by the
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nephelauxetic effect and suggest the existence of coordina-
tion interactions and the site isolation of terbium ions by
this chemical bond [16]. Along with the temperature
increase from 20 °C to 45 °C, the changes of excitation
line can be clearly observed as gradual decrease of its
emission intensities, indicating that Tb-O interactions has
been weakened attributed to higher temperature. Because
the emissive energy level of ligand 1 is closely matched
with the resonant energy level of terbium ions (Fig. 3), its
complex yields very strong green fluorescence of terbium
within our expectation. Due to the intense emission of the
gel, we restricted excitation and emission slits as only
2.5 nm, still the four characteristic intra-configuration f-f
transition of terbium ions from 5D4 excited states to the
different J levels of the ground term 7FJ (J=6, 5, 4, 3) were
clearly seen. The dominant band of 5D4 → 7F5 located at
546 nm is very sharp, showing an excellent color quality of
the transition. Concerning the temperature dependence
issue, it corresponds to excitation spectra exactly. The peak
intensity in the gel state (20 °C) continued to reduce from
1,623 to 1,080 at 45 °C (Fig. 5). Lately, Carlos L.D. et al
[17] reported a photoluminescent hierarchically structured
bilayer alkylene/siloxane called monoamidosil which has

some similarity to our ligand 1 with the major difference
that monoamidosil lacks aromatic ring. In their study, the
heating-cooling cycle operating between room temperature
to higher degree triggers the order-disorder phase transition
due to the presence of hydrophobic interactions between the
organic chains. Accordingly, the proposed mechanism of
the emission change is as follows: at room temperature
(20 °C), the gel state is quite stable and the long alkyl
chains could surround the coordinated terbium ions in a
highly ordered manner and protect them from attacking by
ethanol which may quench the luminescence easily through
–OH vibrations, while the gel reaches at the middle of gel
and sol (25–30 °C), ethanol could participate into coordi-
nation site of terbium, thus the luminescence has decreased.
After the gel completely turns into solution (31 °C), the
aliphatic chains become less stretched and more loosely
packed, the van der Waal’s forces were therefore disrupted
and induced the aggregation of terbium ions. In addition,
the high temperature speed up the non-radiative deactiva-
tion process, therefore, the fluorescence intensities of
terbium lost more than 30% of its origin.

In a bit different manner, the Dy containing metal gel
shows another unique way of temperature dependence
luminescence changes (Fig. S1). In the gel state and up to
until 30 °C, the peak intensities of excitation spectra slowly
decreased and red shifts from 319 nm to 325 nm, giving
evidence that Dy-O coordination exists inside the organo-
gels. Whereas above the Tgel, the relative intensity of the
spectra has increased more than two fold at 35 °C and the
center of the band has a surprising bathochromic shift from
325 nm to 335 nm which is definitely contrary to the
previous terbium gel. In regard to this enhanced and broad
band covering from 320 nm to 400 nm range, we initially
deduced that it was attributed by the organogel itself and its
dissociation with Dy3+ ions. With direct excitation (λex=
320 nm) of the ligand, we obtained the emission spectra
(Fig. 6), two sharp peaks located at blue (480 nm) and
yellow region (573 nm) were easily identified and they
corresponded to 4F9/2 → 6H15/2, 13/2 transitions of dyspro-
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sium ions respectively at room temperature. Compared with
terbium system, the intensity of emission spectra of Dy gel
has reduced enormously even when we selected excitation
and emission slits as 5 nm, demonstrating that the
intramolecular energy transfer from ligand 1 to Dy3+ is less
favorable than Tb3+. Interestingly, when the temperature
increased to 30 °C, the emission bands have gone down
stepwise as evidenced by the above excitation spectra. But
when it was heated above 32 °C, it is rather interesting to
obtain one broad band located between 360 nm to 600 nm,
covering a large part of the visible spectrum area (Fig. 6).
In contrast to the previous results [10], the emission from
Dy3+ still remained and luminescence was not switched off.
It is estimated that ligand 1 binds with Dy more effectively
than triethoxysilane group bearing compound as we

reported before. According to the publication concerning
white phosphors lacking metal ions [18] and the urethane
hybrid materials [19], it is estimated that this strong
emission is related to lone pair of electrons of the NH-
group in ligand 1 and probably photo-induced proton-
transfer between defects such as NH2

+ and N¯ occurs.
However, this typical band for ligand 1 hardly appears in
terbium gel, showing that the energy match between the
ligand and terbium gains more advantage than dysprosium
and the intensity of blue band is almost invisible and
quenched in terbium system, so the green luminescence is
the prominent one under the UV light excitation.

Since the triplet level of the β-diketonate is at 490 nm
(20,400 cm−1) [20] which would be excellent sensitizing
ligands for europium ions, we firstly prepared NH4(Eu
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(TTA)4) complex crystals through previous reference [21],
then introduced the binary complex into ligand 1 as
matrices. The excitation spectra of europium complex
containing gel were monitored at 613 nm (Fig. S2). Almost
no f-f transitions could be noticed because they are very
weak (small peaks at around 470 nm may be attributed to
europium f-f transitions). The observed broad bands from
20–25 °C in the range of 300–400 nm prove that ligand 1
absorbs light in this region that is similar to dysprosium
case. Upon the temperature increase, the large band also
gradually changes and peak intensity has decreased. At 30–
35 °C, the band begins to be separated and a new peak at
around 390 nm can be clearly detected. After the gel
transforms into solution completely at 35 °C, the excitation
spectra undergoes a tremendous change that the predomi-

nant peak wavelength becomes to be 390 nm that is the
characteristic excited transition of β-diketonate ligand [22],
suggesting that the coordination interactions between
europium β-diketonate complex and ligand 1 are destroyed
and only TTA acts as a primary role in excitation although a
weak and flat band still can be observed in the 300–400 nm
region. As expected, we can obtain desired red emissions of
europium ions and the narrow peaks detected in the
luminescence spectra are transitions from 5D0 excited states
to different J levels of the ground term 7F (7FJ, J=
0,1,2,3,4). The 5D0 → 7F2 transition (613 nm) is the
dominant peak and contributes to the red emission (Fig. 7).
From 20 °C to 30 °C, the luminescence intensity has been
gradually increased from 804 to 1,374 in the gel state. But
after the coordination bond between europium complex and
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-C=O groups of ligand 1 disrupted, the released free
complex exhibits very distinguished europium emission
signal and its intensity is nearly four times (2,927 at 35 °C
versus 804 at 20 °C) higher than in the gel stage under the
excitation wavelength at 391 nm even we modified the
excitation and emission slits as 2.5 nm (20 °C is 5 nm). In
this way, we can make the red luminescence tunable (from
current level to much enhanced signal) by ordinary
temperature variation which might serve as candidates for
optical signal amplifiers and biological markers or assays.

The overall quantum yields and luminescence lifetimes
(τ) were both investigated for the three organo-gels
(Table 1). The measured decay curves of all the samples
belong to monoexponential kinetics, which indictate that
only one coordination species existed in the soft matrices.
In terms of the above results, we can conclude that ligand 1
prefers terbium ions for more effective energy migration
compared with dysprosium ions that is also found in
photoluminescence studies.

Size measurement

Dynamic light scattering was used to characterize the
aggregated gels upon temperature dependence (Fig. S3).
At room temperature, the intermolecular self-assembly
takes place and aggregates clearly formed with the average

diameter size around 5μm. The experimental records
display a general tendency of decreasing diameter as the
temperature enhanced. After heating across Tg, the gel size
has reduced to 2μm probably due to release of large
amount of solvent molecules. A further examination of
AFM results also clarified the range of the organo-gel
diameter size distribution (Fig. 8). We can observe the
terbium gel was composed of micrometer-sized particles
with the length and diameter 4–5μm which are consistent
with DLS measurement. The thickness of the soft granule
might be 600–700 nm based on the data analysis (Fig. S4).
We choose terbium gel as an example, Dy and Eu
sensitized gels both exhibited similar DLS or AFM results
(Figs not shown).

Conclusions

A novel low-molecular-weight amphiphilic organogelator
which bears amide group (-CONH-) was synthesized.
Optical centers Tb3+, Dy3+ and Eu-β-diketonate complex
have been introduced into the soft host and generated tri-
color (green, blue and red) photoluminescence properties
due to the coordination with amide moieties of ligand 1 (Tb
and Dy). In brief, i) we found stepwise reduction of green
emission from terbium gel during the gel-to-sol transition
point due to the firm coordination capability of terbium ions;
ii) complexation collapse between ligand 1 and Dy3+ in sol
state and a broad blue band has been identified which is
promising in the design of white light device; iii) interaction
disruption between europium complex and ligand 1 was
noticed and four times of red emission enhancement was
clearly observed during this phase change which is sharply
in cont>rast to the luminescence decrease of terbium gel.
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Table 1 Overall quantum yields and lifetimes of three gels

Excitation/nm Φoverall τ/μs

Tb-gel 335 3.7% 368

Dy-gel 320 0.8% 93

Eu-gel 320 6.2% 410
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Experimental

All materials were obtained from commercial suppliers and
used as received. DMF was distilled under reduced pressure
and other solvents were used as provided. N2 was used after
drying by CaCl2. All reactions were monitored by TLC and
separated by Merck silica gel with 230–400 mesh. 1H-
NMR spectra were recorded at 293K on Bruker DRX 400
(400 MHz). Fluorescence spectra were measured on
Edinburgh FLS920 spectrometer, the excitation and emis-
sion slits for Tb activated gel (2.5,2.5 nm), for Dy
(5.0,5.0 nm) and for Eu (2.5–5.0 nm) respectively. Ultra-
violet absorption was measured on Shimadzu 3,000
equipment. Fluorescence lifetimes were recorded in Edin-
burgh FLS920 with microsecond pulse lamp excitation.
TOF-MASS spectra were measured with a Shimadzu
spectrometer. Quantum yields were measured in integration
sphere with Hamamatsu photonics absolute PL quantum
yield measurement system C9920-02. For AFM observa-
tions, the gel samples were dispersed by minimal amount of
chloroform and drying on mica at RT. The images were
obtained in tapping mode by using a Nanoscope Veeco
instrument. The elemental analyses were performed with
Vario EL III analyzer system.

The preparation of 3,4,5-tris(tetradecoxy)benzoic acid
and 3,6,9,12,18-hexaoxa-octadecyl amine have been
reported in previous references [10, 23].

Synthesis of ligand 1: 3,4,5-tris(tetradecoxy)benzoic acid
(0.14 g, 0.2 mmol) was fully dissolved in CH2Cl2 (10 ml)
and 1-hydrobenzotriazole (HOBt) (0.2 mmol, 0.034 g), 1-
ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide hydrochloride
(EDC•HCl) (0.2 mmol, 0.046 g) were also added into the

mixture. 3,6,9,12,18-hexaoxa-octadecyl amine (0.4 mmol)
was then dropped into the solution slowly. After 2 h, the
reaction was almost finished by TLC monitor. 4% NaHCO3,
NaCl were used to purify the mixture and dried over Na2SO4

then concentrated in vacuo. Silica gel with CHCl3/methanol=
100/1 gave 1 (0.12 g, 60% yield). 1H-NMR (CDCl3) δ=7.04
(2H, s, 2,6-H), 4.01 (2H, t, J=6.4 Hz, 4-OCH2), 3.98 (4H, t,
J=6.0 Hz, 3,5-OCH2), 3.66−3.50 (24H, m, CH2OCH2×6),
1.82 (6H, m, 3,4,5-OCCH2), 1.46 (6H, m, 3,4,5-OC2CH2),
1.25 (60H, m, 3,4,5-OC3C10H20), 0.88 (9H, t, J=6.6 Hz,
3,4,5-OC13CH3). MS (TOF) found m/z 1,044 (M + Na+),
1,060 (M + K+), calcd for C61H115NO10, 1,021. EA found:
C, 71.62; H, 11.39; N, 1.39%, Anal. Calcd for C61H115NO10 :
C, 71.65; H, 11.34; N, 1.37 %.

Preparation of NH4(Eu(TTA)4) complex: 4 mmol the-
noyltrifluoroacetonate was dissolved in boiling ethanol and
4 mmol ammonium was added. The mixture was heated to
boiling and 1 mmol Eu(CH3COO

-)3•4H2O in ethanol was
added, filter the hot solution and 2 days later, orange-red
like crystals were grown from the filtrate.

Preparation of luminescent gels: 0.64 mg TbCl3•6H2O
was added into 0.5 ml ethanol and 17 mg ligand 1 was also
put into the solution. Slowly heated to 65 °C and the
solution turns into clear. The solution was cooled down to
room temperature and after overnight, the gel was formed.
1 mg Dy(NO3)3•5H2O was treated with 23 mg ligand 1 in
the same manner and gel was prepared. 1 mg NH4(Eu
(TTA)4) was mixed with 23 mg ligand 1 and gel forms in
the similar case. All gels are relatively stable and can stand
in the room temperature for more than 1 month. All the
tests for the gelation properties in ethanol were conducted
by stable-to-inversion of the test tube method [24].

Fig. 8 AFM image of terbium
gel
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